We show that the circular character of continuum structures observed in the coma of comet
Introduction
A primary characteristic of the evolving coma morphology of comet Hale-Bopp (C/1995 O1) was the presence of repetitive near-circular dust features around the time of the perihelion passage (e.g., Mueller et al. 1999 , and references therein). These features which persisted for nearly a three month period centered around the perihelion passage of 1997 April 1 showed a periodicity of _ 11.3
hrs. This periodicity can be identified with the rotation of the nucleus (Farnham et al. 1998; Licandro et al. 1998; Jorda et al. 1999; Warell et al. 1999) .
During the near-perihelion months, images corresponding to emission features CN, C2, C3, NH, and OH (Larson et al. 1997; Schleicher et al. 1998; Lederer et al. 1999; Mueller et al. 1999) show morphology, deduced a greater than 90°precessionoftheaxisofthe"cone" generated bytherelevant activeregiononthe rotatingnucleus. This precession hasoccurred over athreemonthperiod. Furthermore, this "coneaxis",whichcanbeidentifiedwiththe vectorM in thecase ofa principal axisrotator,approximately followed the direction ofEarthwhichalsomoved nearly90°over thesaid period, anunlikelyor extremely fortuitoussituation.
In this Letterwepresent newcomasimulations that includea hithertounexplored projection effect whichgivesa self-consistent explanation for theevolutionary behavior ofnear-perihelion coma morphology withoutinvolving exceptional physicalor dynamical situations.
Wefirst show(section 2) that the comamorphologydueto observationally compatible complexspinstatesarequalitatively thesame asthat duetoa principal axisrotator. (1998, 1999) , the result will imply a large precession of M.
Dynamical Constraints on the Evolution of Angular Momentum
The e-folding time scale, VM, for changes in M due to reaction torques caused by outgassing is given by (Samarasinha et al. 1986; Jewitt 1992) k wpr5 VM----d-_
(1)
whereP(= 27rlw) is the rotation period, p is the bulk density of the nucleus, r is the nuclear radius, d is the effective moment arm for the net torque, V is the gas outflow velocity at the nucleus, rh is the gas production rate, and k is a constant with a value of about 2.
If d is taken to be r, we obtain a strict lower limit to _¢[. By adopting P = 11.3 hr, p --0.4 g cm -3, r = 30 km (Weaver & Lamy 1999 i.e., as the jet width increases, the foreshortening effects are reduced and the perceived length of the "minor axis" approaches that of the "major axis ".
The following qualitative explanation will further clarify this non-intuitive jet-width dependent projection effect.
For a narrow jet, foreshortening occurs in the "short axis" direction defined by the intersection of the sky plane and the plane which contains the F,'_ 3
